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Strategic Paths and Decisions

Regina F. Raboin
Data Management Services Coordinator
Science Research & Instruction Librarian
Tisch Library, Tufts University

E-Science Symposium
April 4, 2012
Summer 2010

- May 2010: NSF Data Management Plan (DMP) Guidelines Announced

- Tufts University, A,S&E: How to Support? and Most Importantly by Whom?
Fall 2010

• Tisch STEM librarians began compiling lists of non-institutional repositories

• Meeting: Tufts Libraries, DCA, UIT, Tufts University Office of Research Administration, A, S & E Deans Offices of Research Affairs
Fall 2010/Winter 2011

• Research & Instruction Meeting: A "Meeting of the Minds" and "What Was I Thinking?"

• Revised Job Description: Giving Up in Order to Gain

• Tisch Library Data Management Services Team Created

• Data Management Guide and Template

• First Data Management Plan: Chemistry
Tisch Data Management Services

• Team: What We're Doing Now

• Team Members

• Collaborators

• Data Management Plan Process

Accomplishments
Tisch Data Management Services Team: Challenges

• "Leading, Pushing, Shoving from the Middle"

• Scalability/Sustainability
Time Management

• Future NSF, NIH, NEH and Other Funding Agencies Mandates

• Current Institutional Infrastructure
Tisch Data Management Service Team: Opportunities

• Influencing Institutional Research Data Infrastructure

• Expanding Beyond A, S & E

• Evolving Institution's Data Curation Process

• Data Management Instruction for Undergraduates

• Expanded Data Management Instruction Opportunities

• Professional Development for Strategic Positioning
Thank You!